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Abstract 

Alpha particle parameters in sub-ignited D-T tokamaks like TFTR 
can be optimized in a high temperature "alpha storage regime" in which 
the alpha particle thermalization time r^ is long (al.O sec) and in which 
the alpha particle source rate S^ is enhanced due to beam-target and 
beam-beam reactions (by a factor of =2-3). Near reactor-level alpha 
instability parameters 0^(0) a n ^ O / n ^ O ) a IX are predicted by 
simulation codes when 0 a 0.5-1, while present TFTR "supershots" 
already have 0^(0) a n<y(0)/ne(0) a 0.1-0.2X. Plasmas in this regime 
can be used to test theories of collective alpha instabilities for the first 
time, and can also be used to provide a strong (but transient) alpha 
heating pulse. An experimental scenario to exploit this regime is 
described. 
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1. Introduction 

This paper describes how sub-ignited D-T-fueled tokamaks like 
TFTR or JET can be used to study reactor-relevant alpha particle physics. 
This physics is important for future ignited plasmas since it could affect 
the alpha heating efficiency, the plasma confinement, or the plasma beta 
l imits. 

Most of this new physics concerns the influence of the high energy 
alpha particle component on plasma instabilities, and so involves 
dimensionless parameters such as n^/ng and p* .̂ These parameters 
depend on the product of the alpha source rate S^ and the alpha 
thermalization time r^, and so are only indirectly related to the thermal 
plasma confinement time and energy balance parameters like Q (fusion 
power; multiplication factor) or the ignition margin. 

Since S^oc P^eat Q a n d *<* <* T e / n e ^ s e e S e c - 3 - 1 ^ t n e l o c a l a l P h a 

density scales roughly as n^ oc Pneat ° Te / ne- and so the alpha 
instability parameters tend to be maximized in high temperature, low 
density plasmas tike the TFTR "supershots" [1]. in which both S^ and r^ 
tend to be high. Therefore, i f the alpha particles are confined 
classically, then z^ can be very long (z^ s 1 sec » r^), allowing 
reactor-level alpha populations to be obtained even in sub-ignited Q x 1 
machines like TFTR and JET. 

The other main aspect of reactor-relevant alpha physics concerns 
the effect of alpha heating on the plasma. Although the average alpha 
heating (over space and time) is only < P e < /Pheat > = 0.2 at Q « 1, we 
show how plasmas with <P0( /'Pheat> a ° - 5 a n d Pc/OJ/Pneat^0) * ° - 8 c a n 

be transiently produced by thermalizing the stored alphas after auxiliary 
heating is turned off. 

We wi l l call this high z^ mode of operation the "alpha storage 
regime," where this term is intended to include the atpha "storing" phase 
during auxiliary heating, the alpha "coasting" phase just after auxiliary 
heating, and the transient alpha "heating" phase. The "storage" aspect 
refers to the very long expected confinement time of alphas (which is 
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somewhat analogous to an electron storage ring). 
This paper describes various estimates and simulations for this 

regime, with particular application to TFTR. A brief summary of the 
alpha physics issues is in Sec. 2. Simplified analytic estimates of 
expected alpha parameters are in Sec. 3. More self-consistent code 
calculations for TFTR are in Sec. 4. The present capabilities of TFTR 
with respect to these parameters are described in Sec. 5, and the 
Conclusion is in Sec. 6. 

2. Alpha Physics Issues 

A summary of alpha instabilities and their possible effects is 
shown in Table 1. which is adapted from recent reviews [2]. For the 
purpose of this table these instabilities are ordered in terms of their 
frequency, which ranges from = TO 1-! 0 9 Hz for TFTR. 

Note that the instabilities in Table 1 are all "collective" alpha 
effects, which means that the free energy of the D-T-generated high 
energy alpha particle population either creates or modifies these 
instabilites. In addition to these D-T collective effects, alpha particles 
can also be influenced as "single particles" by toroidal field ripple or by 
plasma instabilities which are not modified by alphas. However, 
single-particle physics is not discussed here since most experiments on 
these effects can be done with D-D or D-3He discharges [3], 

At present it is not easy to assess the eventual importance of 
these instabilities for ignited plasmas, partly because the theories are 
incomplete, but mostly because experimental conditions under which they 
might be observed have yet to be created. The main purpose of this 
paper is to show that at least some of this new physics might be tested 
in present sub-ignited devices. 

The basic parameters used to characterize collective alpha effects 
are n^/ng, 0^. V^/V^ (the alpha speed relative to the Alfven speed), 
and in one case Po<(0)/Pio s s(0). These are the parameters which wi l l be 
calculated in Sees. 3-5. Here we briefly summarize the main physics of 
these phenomena. 
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The very-low-frequency alpha-driven (or modified) sawtooth mode 
is the only one of these instabilities which depends on P^ (through the 
reheating process). In general, the positive feedback between increased 
central temperature and increased central heating may cause large 
sawteeth in the thermonuclear regime [2], However, if z^ is longer than 
typical sawtooth periods, the feedback effect should be relatively weak 
(as might be the case in TFTR or JET). One interesting physics issue 
which might be observed on sub-ignited plasmas is the rapid expulsion of 
alpha particles from inside to outside q=1 during sawtooth crashes [4], 
Stabilization of sawteeth by alphas is also possible at high ^ [5]. 

Alpha-driven fishbones involve a resonance between the precession 
frequency of trapped alphas and the internal m=l mode. White has 
predicted that roughly ^(.O) x \% (with P p o i (0) > °«3) is necessary for 
this instability [6]. In analogy to neutral-beam-injection (NBI)-driven 
fishbones, excitation of large MHD waves and expulsion of banana-trapped 
alphas might be expected; however, the instability frequency would be 
=s10 times higher for alpha-driven compared to NBl-driven fishbones. 

Alpha-modified drift waves and/or ballooning modes involve the 
resonance between alphas and preexisting electrostatic drift or magnetic 
ballooning modes. Modification of these modes by alphas is potentially 
important since they are thought to determine tokamak transport and 
beta l imits. The influence of alphas on stability increases with 0^ and 
the background 3th* Existing calculations of such effects for TFTR [7,8] 
indicate that alphas decrease the threshold for ballooning instability 
(i.e., lower the theoretical beta limit) by >15%, but do not significantly 
affect the drift-wave-induced transport. 

Alpha-driven Alfven waves are the most unfamiliar of these 
instabilities. Their growth requires that energetic particle speeds be 
greater than the Alfven speed, a condition that is ordinarly not met by 
ions created by auxiliary heating but is met by alphas in TFTR, In 
general these instabilities can increase alpha transport, decrease the 
alpha thermalization time (which may be beneficial if the energy is 
transferred to background ions), or possibly increase the background 
plasma transport (through the wave's fields). 
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Table 1 shows three different types of destabilization effects for 
Alfven waves. An alpha pressure gradientf.9] can create low-m global 
Alfven eigenmodes in plasmas similar to TFTR, although the instability 
threshold depends sensitively on the alpha pressure gradient and average 
alpha energy. An alpha loss cone [10] created by toroidal field or 
MHD-induced ripple can potentially create waves which (quasilinearly) 
limit the confined alpha population to n^/ng a 10 ' 4 . An alpha population 
inversiontl 1] caused by a fast turn-on of the alpha source can also create 
waves which increase alpha transport. 

Alpha heating physics mainly concerns the slow readjustment of the 
plasma temperature and current profiles to the new alpha heating source 
function [2J. Classical alpha heating wi l l mainly be central electron 
heating, so in some sense should be similar to ohmic heating. Alpha 
heating wi l l also depend on the confinement of high energy alphas, so in 
this sense should be similar to NBl or 1CRF heating. The plasma energy 
confinement time with atpha heating should depend on. the plasma 
instabilities as usual, except perhaps for new alpha instability effects. 

These general expectations about alpha heating can be tested to 
some extent on sub-ignition machines using a strong (but transient) alpha 
heating pulse, as described below. However, the slow profile changes 
produced by a dominant alpha heating source cannot be simulated in 
short-pulse sub-ignition machines. 

3. Alpha Storage Regime 

An "alpha storage regime" discharge would consist of three 
distinct time periods, as shown schematically in Fig. 1. Note that the 
time scate in this figure is drawn for a typical TFTR case. 

In the approximately 2-sec-long "storing" phase the alphas are 
created and confined in a high temperature, low density, auxiliary heated 
D-T plasma similar to a TFTR "supershot" (but with > 1.5 MA for good 
alpha confinement). By the end of this storing phase n^ and 0^ are 
maximized, so that any alpha effects on sawteeth, fishbones, ballooning 
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modes, or Alfven waves should be most apparent. 
In the approximately 1-sec-long "coasting" phase just after 

auxiliary heating ends, the stored alpha energy decreases slowly while 
the plasma reestablishes a low density ohmic equilibrium. During this 
phase n^/ne and £o/£th a r e maximized, so that any alpha instabilities 
which persist at relatively low 0fh can be studied in the absence of 
neutral beam ions. In this phase the stored alpha energy content can also 
be measured with alpha and possibly with magnetic diagnostics and 
compared to the expected classical alpha storage. 

In the final »200-msec-long alpha "heating" phase the remaining 
stored alpha energy is transferred to the background plasma by suddenly 
decreasing the classical alpha thermalization time. This can be done by 
increasing the plasma density as shown (or possibly by decreasing the 
temperature using impurity injection). In this phase a dominantly alpha-
heated plasma is produced, but only for a short time. 

In this section the expected alpha parameters for these three 
phases are estimated using assumed temperatures and densities, while 
more self-consistent computer calculations for TFTR are described in 
Sec. 4. Note that the simplified estimates below assume perfect alpha 
confinement, which may not occur if the plasma current is too low, if 
the toroidal field ripple is too high, or if instabilities cause anomalous 
alpha transport. 

3.1 n^/ng and Po/flth * n A l P n a Storing Phase 

Here we show, using a simple local steady-state model applicable 
to the end of the alpha storing phase, that these two alpha instability 
parameters depend mainly on the plasma temperature and not simply on 
the fusion power gain Q [12]. The thermonuclear reaction rate for 
producing alphas is (in the range Tj * 20 keV): 

s^sC^nrTj i - 5 , (i) 
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where Ĉ  s 1.5 x 1 0 " 1 6 cm 3 sec - 1 when Tj is in units of 10 keV [13]. 
The resulting local steady-state alpha populations (assuming perfect 
alpha confinement) are: 

n o< s so< zot . (2) 

where S^ is the local D-T reaction rate, and r^ » C 2 T e / n e is the alpha 
thermalization time [14], where C 2 « 4.5 x 1 0 1 3 cm"3sec at T eslO ke\'. 
Note that this z^ has a slightly weaker temperature dependence than the 
T e

3 / 2 dependence of the alpha slowing-down time on electrons only [15]. 
Thus: 

n^/ne = C-\ C 2 ( n D n T / n e

2 ) T^-5 T e . (3) 

Now if alphas are also produced by non-thermonuclear 
(beam-target and beam-beam) reactions, where Q = total reaction 
rate/thermonuclear reaction rate, then: 

n^/ne * q C 2 (n D n T /ne 2 ) T j ] - 5 T e Q . (4) 

Therefore, the relative alpha population depends mainly on the 
plasma temperature, and not directly on the fusion power multiplication 
factor Q or the ignition margin. Thus, for possible TFTR D-T central 
parameters (see Sec. 4). T^(0) «25-30 keV. Te(0)s10-12 keV, 
n e(0)s7-10x10 1 3cm" 3- and Q(0)s:2.5. the central n^OVn^fO) is 
comparable to that of an ignited reactor-grade plasma at fj(0) = Te(0) = 
20 keV and £2(0) = 1, assuming that the fuel dilution factor (nrjny/n e

2) is 
the same for both. 

Similarly, the relative alpha beta is: 

flo/flth = 2 / 3 no< <E c y>/[n e(T i +T e)] * (n^/neJ/CTfTe) . (5) 
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where the average alpha energy <EQl> s 1.3 MeV is only weakly dependent 
on temperature or density [16]. Thus the relative aloha beta for TFTR is 
again comparable to that of a reactor-level ignited Plasma, given the 
parameters above. 

These formulas can be used to estimate alpha parameters for the 
central region of a high temperature TFTR D-T plasma at the end of the 
alpha storing phase of Fig. 1. We get from (4), near T|=20 keV and 
T es10 keV: 

n^/ng s 0.7% ( n D n T / n e

2 ) (Tj/10 keV) 1- 5 (T e/10 keV) Q . (6) 

Thus, for the possible TFTR central parameters cited above, assuming a 
possible fuel dilution factor nrj s n j » 0.35 n e (i.e., nDn-j7ne

2 a 0.12), 
we find nji0)/ne(0) « \%. Note that for this case the alpha 
thermalization time is ?JiO) s 0.6 sec, so that a typical TFTR alpha 
storing time of s2 sec is sufficient for the alpha population to reach 
this steady-state value. 

Using <E0(> = 1.3 MeV we get from (5): 

£o,/0th * <rVn e ) 90/([Te+Tj]/10 keV). (7) 

Thus, for the possible TFTR central parameters cited above, we get 
0o<(O}/0th(O) « 0.2. so at B = 52 kO we have ^(0) ~ 5 * a n d W ° ) - 1 *• 

Alternative global scaling forms for these alpha parameters follow 
directly from the definitions of z^ and S^: 

n^/ng e* P n e a t 0 T e / ( n e

2 x plasma volume) , (8) 

$ot °* pheat ° T e ^ n e x Plasma volume x B 2). (9) 
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Evaluation of the central alpha parameters for TFTR using these 
forms requires knowledge of the alpha source radial profile. A typical 
"supershot" neutron source profile has So((0)/<So,> a 7-11, corresponding 
to So ((0)/<So <> = ( l - [ r / a ] 2 ) s where S « 6-10. Thus, with Q s 0.5, P h e a t 

= 30 MW and central TFTR parameters as above (i.e., ^ ( 0 ) a 0.6 sec), 
we get nji0)/ne(.0) a 0Q<(O) ~ 1-1.5JB, in rough agreement with the local 
estimates above. 

3.2 Coasting Phase 

After auxiliary heating is turned off, the stored alpha population 
decays over a thermalization time = r^ in a plasma which returns to a 
low density ohmic equilibrium over =2r^ (* 2Tp), mainly through a 
decrease in density as shown schematically in Fig. 1. If r^ » r E during 
this phase, then the alpha parameters n^/ne and fl^/Pth w i l 1 increase 
compared to the end of the storing phase due to these decreases in n e 

and 0th- typically by factors of 2-3. Time-dependent simulations of the 
coasting phase for TFTR are described in Sec. 4.3. 

3.3 Alpha Heating Phase 

Alpha heating at the end of the storing phase is limited globally 
to <PC</Pheat> ~ ° - 2 Q> *-e-> typically 20X for Q s 1. Such heating 
should be a measurable but not a dominant effect in TFTR or JET. This 
alpha heating is normally concentrated in the center of the plasma [17], 
where: 

Po(<0)=So<CO)Eo(=Cin[,(0)nT{0)Ti

1 - 5 (0) E^Q(O) 

(10) 
and Pioss=<' .5[(nD(0)*nT<0))Ti(0)*ne(0)Te(0)]}/*E(0) 
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where E ^ . S MeV. Typically, Po,(0) /P l o s s (0) s 0.3-0.4 for Q = 1 
plasmas (see Sec. 4.2). This level of central alpha heating is probably 
measurable, but again not at the reactor-relevent level Po<(0)/Pn e a t(0) s. 

P<*(°)/Pioss<°) ~ ] • 
One way to further increase alpha heating at Q = 1 is to 

concentrate i t in time by using previously stored alpha energy to supply a 
transient alpha heating pulse after auxiliary heating is turned off, as 
shown schematically in Fig. 1. Here we estimate the maximum available 
Po<(0)/Pheat(0) a n d < p o« / ' p heat > f o r s u c n a heating pulse. 

To obtain a large alpha heating pulse in the way indicated 
schematically in Fig. 1. several time scales must be considered. First, 
the beam heating power should decay before the alpha heating phase 
begins. This happens automatically since the thermalization time for 
KIOO keV deuterium beam ions is r b s 0.3 z^ [4], Next, the alpha 
thermalization time just after beam injection should be longer than the 
plasma energy confinement time after beam injection, in order to allow 
the plasma to reestablish an ohmic equilibrium before the alpha heating 
begins (to simplify the alpha heating analysis). This is possible if the 
density is allowed to decay rapidly after beam turn-off, since r^ > 1 sec 
while *£ « 200-300 msec in low density ohmic TFTR discharges [18]. 
Lastly, the time scale for alpha thermalization after redensification r^" 
should be as small as possible to obtain the maximum alpha heating 
effect, but large enough to avoid complicated profile changes, i.e., 
r ^ s 100-300 msec. This time scale determines the required density 
rise (or, the available density rise rate determines this time scale). 

Assuming that all these time scales are optimized, we can estimate 
the local and global alpha heating parameters in this scenario. 
For the local central TFTR parameters used above we had n ^ O s l O 1 2 

c m - 3 and <EoJ> « 1.3 MeV. Thus, if half (see Sec. 4.4) the stored alpha 
energy is retained until being rethermalized over zj*x 200 msec during 
the alpha heating phase, we have: 
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P̂ CO) x no<(0)<Eo<>/-co<* = 1 watt /cm 3 (11) 

locally. Since the central ohmic heating power in TFTR for q(0)=1 and 
1̂ 2 MA is Pheat - ° - 2 watts/cm 3 , we have roughly; 

P^°)/pheat(°) ~ °- a <12) 

at the center during this transient alpha heating phase, i.e.. alpha heating 
is dominant locally. 

The global alpha heating can be related to the total stored alpha 
energy just before redensification, W^*, which in turn is related to the 
the total stored alpha energy W^ at the end of the alpha storing phase. 
W^ can be related to 0 through an average alpha thermalization time; 

Wrf x 0.2 Q P h e a t < ^ > [<Eo{>/3.5 MeV] . (13) 

For TFTR Qssi, P h e a t x 30 MW. <*„,> x 0.5 sec. and <Eo,> x 1.3 MeV so 
we have W^ x 1 MJ. If half of this energy remains to be thermalized by 
redensification over z^* x 200 msec (as assumed above), we obtain 
<Pol> x 2.5 MW. while <P 0hmic> * 2 M W - s 0 t h a t : 

^ P h e a t " * 0-5 • ^ 

Therefore, global alpha heating is relatively much larger than in the 
beam-heated alpha storing phase. 

The effect of. this alpha heating should be to raise the stored energy 
of the thermal background plasma W^ at the expense of the stored alpha 
energy. Since for typical low-d6nsity ohmically heated plasma W^ < 0.5 
MJ [18], the increase due to the above W^" should ideally more than 
double the thermal stored energy. 
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The following section describe simulations of these scenarios for 
TFTR. 

4. Alpha Storage Simulation Results for TFTR 

Two different plasma simulation codes were used to calculate the 
alpha particle parameters expected for full-power TFTR D-T plasmas. 
In Sec. 4.1 are the results from a relatively simple time-independent 
code. SURVEY, which was used to calculate alpha parameters for the 
steady-state "storing" phase. In Sees. 4.2-4.4 are results from a 
time-dependent code, BALDUR. which created detailed simulations for all 
three phases of a few TFTR scenarios. In general, the results of these 
two codes are consistent with each other and with the simplified 
estimates in Sec. 3. 

4.1 SURVEY Simulation Results 

This time-inuependent code was developed to survey the parameter 
space rig vs. r E to find regimes of Q x 1. The code assumes density and 
temperature profile shapes and calculates the temperatures, Q's, and 
other parameters vs. r^ from an assumed z^ and input power. Several 
realistic features are taken into account [19], such as the input power 
profile, fuel density dilution due to beam and impurity ions, beam-target 
and beam-beam reactions, electron-ion coupling, and alpha particle 
heating. _ 

Typical Mpha particle results from this code are shown vs. n e in 
Figs. 2 and 3. in these examples the input plasma density and 
temperature profile shapes were taken JTom a TFTR supershot which had 
a density profile peaking factor n e (0) /n e = 2.3, while the input power 
was 27 MW of NBI (505B in D and 50% in T), and Z = 1.5 (from ca-bon) was 
assumed (compared to Z e f f > 3 for present TFTR supershots). 

The basic result as shown in Fig. 2 was that for a fixed r E the 
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central alpha instability parameters increase rapidly with decreasing n e , 
reaching n^COJ/netO) "* 00,(0) = IX at rig = 4 .5x10 1 3 c m ' 3 (i.e., 
n e ( 0 ) s10 1 4 c m - 3 ) for z^ s 0.2 sec and Q » 0.75. This trend is mainly 
due to the increasing temperature at low density implicit in the 
assumption that z% is independent of density, which causes the alpha 
thermalization time r^ to increase rapidly at low n e . The increased 
alpha population at low density is also partly caused by the increased Q 
due to beam-target and beam-beam reactions, as expressed in Eq. (4) or 
as seen in the plots of Q vs. n e in Fig. 2. 

Also shown in Fig. 2 is the central Pot(0)/Pheat^0' V S - "e • which 
peaks at higher density than the other two alpha parameters. This 
variation is mainly due to decreased central NEM heating power at higher 
density and not to increased central alpha heating power. A central 
P^Oj/Pheat^ 0) = °- 3 -°-4 c a n b e obtained in steady state due to the 
spatial concentration of alpha heating. 

Figure 3 shows the radial profiles of alpha parameters and other 
relevant quantities for a typical case with Q » 0.5. zg s 0.15 sec. and 
rig ss 4.5 x 1 0 1 3 cm" 3 . The alpha density and beta are strongly centrally 
peaked, as expected, with 5 » 7 (in the notation of Sec. 3.1). 

The general conclusion from this code is that operation at the 
lowest possible density maximizes the alpha instability parameters 
n^/rie and 0^, given the usual trend that r^ i s independent of density in 
strongly heated plasmas [18]. 

4.2 BALDUR Results for Alpha Storing Phase 

The 1 -D time-dependent code BALDUR [20] was used to simulate 
several different alpha storage scenarios in more detail than was 
possible with the SURVEY code. BALDUR calculates the density and 
temperature profiles self-consistently, given the auxiliary heating 
power, recycling coefficient, assumed forms for the electron and ion 
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heat and particle transport coefficients, etc. BALDUR also includes a 
finite-banana width classical alpha confinement (without ripple losses) 
and a classical slowing-down model in calculating alpha particle 
densities and heating. 

Typical results for the steady-state alpha storing phase at the end 
of a 2-sec-long auxiliary heating pulse are shown in columns A and B of 
Table 2. Of course, since these transport coefficients and Z e f f are not 
yet known for anticipated Q s 1 conditions, these simulations should be 
considered as idealized rather than realistic predictions of TFTR D-T 
performance. 

Column A of Table 2 shows results for a nearly optimal TFTR D-T 
alpha "storing" plasma with high power (30 MW of NBI), very low density 
(ne(0) * 7 x 1 0 1 3 cm" 3 ) , relatively good confinement time ( r E a 0.19 
sec), moderate 0 (0.47), high current (3 MA), and a low Z e f f = 1.3. The 
result of this simulation was T e(0) « 12 kev\ Tj(0) » 28 keV, 
nD(0)n T(0)/n e

2(0)=0.11 (with n b e a m (0) /ne(0) = 0.3), and Q(0) = 2.5, with 
central alpha parameters n^O/n^O) = )%. 3^(0) s 1 * . ^O/^^iOUO.Z, 
and P o <(0)/P l 0 S S(0) « 0.1. 

These results can be compared to the simplified estimates given in 
Sec. 3. Application of Eqs. (6) and (7) using BALDUR's central 
parameters gives n^O/n^O) = IX and ^JiO)/^(0) = 0.25, which agrees 
with BALDUR's estimates to well within a factor of 2. The central 
alpha heating parameter Po<(0)/P|O S S(0) as calculated through the 
simplified estimate of Eq. (8) also agrees to within a factor of 2 of 
BALDUR's estimate of Pc<(0)/P l o s s(0) a 0.1. The global alpha heating 
was <P0(/P]QSS> « 0-1 as expected for Q = 0.5. 

Column B of Table 1 gives the results of a similar BALDUR run but 
with 7.5 MW of central ICRF heating added. The central temperatures 
increase by about 40% and the central n^OJ/nefO) and 3^(0) increase by 
about 50%. This example shows that central plasma heating, when 
accomplished without fueling, is very effective in increasing the central 
alpha parameters if, as assumed here, the plasma confinement does not 
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degrade substantially with added power. 
The predicted n^CO/n^O) and fl^O) from these BALDUR 

simulations are also roughly consistent with the SURVEY code results for 
the same assumed heating power, confinement time, impurity levet, and 
plasma density (and with a previous low density BALDUR simulation^]). 
Of course, both these results depend on the degree to which the 
assumptions in these codes match the reality of such discharges, which 
have yet to be produced. More details concerning the modeling choices 
used in BALDUR are described in the Appendix, and comparisons with 
present experimental results are given in Sec. 5. 

4.3 BALDUR Results for Coasting Phase 

In Columns C and D of Table 1 are results for the same simulations 
as in A and B, respectively, but for a time 500 msec after the end of the 
NBI heating phase, at which time the beam ion density is negligible. It 
is interesting to note that the central alpha instability parameters 
n^CCO/nefO) and. g ^ f O / J ^ O ) actually increase by a factor of 2-3 after 
beam turn-off, as anticipated in Sec. 3.2. mainly due to the rapid 
decrease of n e(0) to its pre-NBI level of »2 x 1 0 1 3 c m " 3 after beam 
fueling ceases. This coasting phase can be used to look for alpha 
instabilities and to check the classical modelling of alpha confinement 
and thermalisation without the (possibly) competing effect of NBI-
driven instabilities. The alpha beta during this phase may be directly 
measurable through the difference between the magnetic and kinetic 
betas. 

Also interesting is the relatively high central and global alpha 
heating < P ^ P | o s s > s po<^°^ pheat^ 0^ s ° - 5 a f t e r b e a m turn-off, due 
mainly to the rapid decay of beam heating. However, even though the 
alpha heating in these cases is relatively strong compared to other 
heating sources, the decay of thermal energy after NBI st i l l dominates 
the power balance at t h i s t i m e , such that 
^ o / P l o s s ^ P o ^ ^ P l o s s ^ 0 ) - 0 - ! a t 5 0 0 m s e c a f t e r N B I - T t i u s t h e n e t 
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thermal stored energy during this phase is st i l l decreasing despite the 
alpha heating (since Pioss > pheat u n t i l onmic equilibrium is completely 
reestablished). 

4.4 BALDUR Results for Alpha Heating Phase 

In Fig. 4 are the results of a BALDUR run similar to that in 
column B (and D), but with a pellet injected 0.9 sec after beam turn-off 
to thermalize the stored alpha energy, as shown schematically in Fig. I . 
The pellet was timed to be late enough so that the plasma had nearly 
reestablished an ohmic equilibrium, but early enough so that a significant 
fraction of the original stored alpha energy (s50X) remained_in the 
plasma. This run used a relatively small pellet which increased n e from 
1.2 x 1 0 1 3 c m " 3 to 2.2 x 1 0 1 3 cm" 3 (and increased the volume-averaged 
density <ne> by about a factor of 2). 

Just before pellet densification at 0.7 sec after NBI turn-off there 
is st i l l 0.8 MJ (of the original 1.4 MJ) of alpha energy stored in this 
simulation, with a nearly equal amount of thermal stored energy, i.e., 
<P 0 < /Pth > s ! • T f l ' s l a r 9 e r a t ' ° ' s possible only transiently (see Eq. 5). 
Also at this time <PQl> s 0.85 MW. <P o h>s0.3 MW, and <Pioss> ~ 2 - 5 

MW. i.e., <Po(/Pheat > ; s 0- 7 a n d < p o < / p l o s s > : s 0 - 3 - N e a r * n e center (inside 
a/4) P^OUQ.Z MW, P o n(0)=0.04 MW. and P l o s s ( 0 ) s 0 . 9 MW. i.e., 
P^Oj/PheatfOjsO.g and P^Oj/P^ggtOjsO.S. Therefore, the heating 
effect of alphas could be deduced only after a large correction for the 
time-dependent decrease of stored thermal energy. 

However, starting with the pellet densification at 5.6 sec, about 
5095 of the the stored alpha energy is thermalized in ss200 msec, as 
shown by the drop in <£0 <> in Fig. 4. Thus the average alpha heating over 
this time is about <P o {>sl.5 MW. while the average ohmic heating was 
about <Pon>s:0.7 MW. As a result of this heating the average thermal 
stored energy <^th* increases by about 255B above the value it would 
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have had with pellet injection but without alpha heating. This increase 
in global thermal energy content due to alpha heating could be measured 
by the standard thermal plasma kinetic and/or magnetic diagnostics. 

The central alpha heating rate was determined by the pellet 
density deposition profile, which in this case was peaked at about 
r/asOJ (through use of an unrealistically high pellet speed for this size 
pellet). During the strong alpha heating phase the central (inside a/4) 
heating power is P&iQjxQ.Z wa t t / cm 2 with P^OJ/p^ea^ojssO.a. i.e., 
similar to the simple estimates of Eqs. (11) and (12). However, local 
alpha heating effects might be difficult to isolate, since the temperature 
profile is st i l l reequilibrating itself in response to the pellet. 

Another run was made with a larger pellet in which <ne> was 
increased by a factor of 5 instead of 2 in an attempt to increase the 
alpha heating pulse. In that case the average alpha heating over 200 
msec was increased from =1.5 MW in the previous run to «3 MW, and the 
increase in thermal stored energy at 5.8 sec was about 50* instead of 
2595. On the other hand, the large changes in <T> and <ne> and their 
profiles which would be induced by the pellet would make interpretation 
of alpha heating effects diff icult. Perhaps the use of a more gentle 
neutral gas "puff" rather than a pellet would be more appropriate. 

5. Present TFTR Capabilities 

Access to this new alpha physics depends on actual plasma 
performance. In this section we estimate the alpha particle parameters 
which would be obtained if presently existing TFTR plasmas were run 
with D-T fuel. The fueling is assumed to be from a 5095/50* mixture of 
nominal 120 keV deuterium and tritium neutral beams. 

The present TFTR central alpha parameters can be estimated in 
several different ways. One way, through Eqs. (6) and (7), uses the 
local central temperatures, the central Q. and the central fuel ion 
depletion factor. For the best documented "supershot'tl] we have D-D 
central parameters of Tj(0)s22 keV, Te(0)s7.5 keV (after recalibration). 
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n e(0)s6.Sx10 1 3 cm" 3 . n,j(0)/ne(0)s0.5 (with Z e f f«3 and nt , e a m (0)/n e (0) 
« 0.15), and global parameters Qs:4, B=5.2 T. and 1=1 MA. Assuming Q(0) 
is the same as the global Q (which is reasonable since most of the 
fusion reactions come from the center), we find using (nrjn-r/ne

2)=0.062 
that nol(0)/ne{0U0.Z% and &JiaUQ.Z% (both with at least ±50* 
uncertainty). 

A different estimate for the same alpha parameters can be made 
using the global 0 e q and Ph e a t through Eqs. (8) and (9). For the same 
central TFTR parameters we get r^OjssO.S sec when P h e a t = 1 5 M W 

QeqsO.25 (after neutron recalibration). Assuming as in Sec. 3.1 that 
Sol(.0)/<Sdl> x 9 (consistent with the calculated neutron source profile 
for this shot), we find again that n^fOj/nefOjstO.S* and £^(0)3:0.3* 
(again with at least ±50* uncertainty). 

A third estimate was made using the SURVEY code with assumed 
parameters similar to the shot above, namely Tj(0)=26.2 keV. Te(0)=7.8 
keV. n e(0)=6x10 1 3 cm" 3 . n Dn T /n e

2=0.085. B=52 kG, 1=0.9 MA, Q=0.22. 
P n e a t = l 3 MW. and fcg=0.11 sec. The results no<(0)/ne(0)s:0.28* and 
^(OjaO.17* are again roughly consistent with the other two estimates. 

Global alpha heating levels for present TFTR plasmas in the 
steady-state near the end of the storing phase would be < P 0 ( / P L O S S > 

=s0.05, since 0*0.25. Central alpha heating according to the estimate of 
Eq. (10) is presently P^OJ/PLosgfOJssO.I (with PJ.0) «0.2 wat ts /cm 3 

and Pi o s s (0)ss2 wat ts /cm 3 ) , which is roughly consistent with the 
SURVEY run for a similar plasma mentioned above. 

These estimates for present TFTR results should be corrected for 
the imperfect neoclassical alpha confinement for present plasma 
currents of only s1 MA. The prompt-loss fraction for alphas inside 
r/a=0.3 is =25* (from a 1-MA BALDUR run), and the finite banana width 
of centrally-born alphas further reduces the central alpha density by 
=20*. Thus the estimates above should be divided by =2 to give the 
present TFTR cent ra l alpha parameter range, i.e., 
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nJ,Q)/r^iO)s^JiO)«0.) -0 .2* and P^OJ/PtosstoJsO.OS-O.I. 
It should also be noted that any additional "single particle" alpha 

losses such as those due to toroidal field ripple or interactions with 
existing instabilities wi l l farther reduce these alpha parameters. Of 
course, the main objective of these experiments is to determine whether 
any additional "collective" alpha losses also exist. 

For the coasting phase the main concern is the density and 
temperature evolution after auxiliary heating. For the 1-MA "supershot" 
referred to above[1], the total stored energy fell by about a factor of 6 in 
0.5 sec after NBI. while n e fell by about a factor of 3 and Te(0) fell by 
only x3Q%. in the full-power TFTR simulations of Sec._4 the stored 
energy fell by a factor of A in 0.5 sec after NBI, while n e fell by a factor 
of 2.5 and Te(0) stayed about the same. Therefore the existing plasmas 
are roughly similar to the simulations with respect to the expected x2-3 
increases in n<y/ne and P^/^th i n * h e coasting phase relative to the 
storing phase. 

Recent TFTR experiments on the burnup of 1 MeV tritons have 
analyzed this coasting phase in some detail [21]. There i t was shown 
that these tritons. which are created in D-D reactions during the storing 
phase and which should have slowing-down times and confinement 
properties similar to alphas, were confined for s i sec during the 
coasting phase. This is very long, as expected, but st i l l somewhat less 
than the simulation result of t^^-Z sec in this phase (Table 2) due to 
the lower T e in the present experiments. 

Densification of TFTR plasmas during the coasting phase has also 
been tried recently by injecting 3.5-mm-diameter deuterium pellets into 
the low-density plasmas 0.25-1.5 sec after NBI [22]. For pellet 
injection at 0.75 sec after NBI. rie increased by x10 and n(0) by x7, i.e., 
far more than necessary to realize the simulation of Fig. 4. In this case 
the alpha thermalization time was reduced to s^s lO msec near the 
center, and a corresponding transient increase in the tr i ton burnup 
similar to transient alpha heating was observed. However, the density 
and temperature profiles were very distorted, and a large sawtooth-like 
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event was observed just after pellet injection. Thus, for practical 
purposes, either a much smaller pellet (which would not penetrate to the 
center) or gas puffing should be used for densification. 

The expected increases in beam power (from =15 MW to =30 
MW), plasma current (from 1 MA to 2.5 MA), and Q (from =0.25 to =0.5) 
should increase the alpha parameters to no<(O)/ne(O)s;0o<(O)=lfc according 
to the scaling of Eqs. (8) and (9) or to the simulation results of Table 1 
or Fig. 2. Even if 0 cannot be increased above present levels, an increase 
of r^fo) from =0.5 sec to =1.0 sec (e.g., by further lowering ne(0) or 
increasing T e(0) with additional heating) could also bring the alpha 
parameters into this range. 

6. Conclusions 

A high temperature "alpha storage regime" was described in which 
reactor-relevant alpha instability parameters n^/ng and 0 ^ can be 
obtained even in the present generation of sub-ignited D-T tokamaks such 
as TFTR or JET. These plasmas can be used to test theoretical models of 
potential alpha instabilities such as alpha fishbones, alpha-modified 
ballooning modes, and/or alpha-driven Alfven waves. 

An experimental scenario was described to exploit this regime in 
TFTR. It consists of an alpha "storing" phase during auxiliary heating, an 
alpha "coasting" phase in which the alphas remain after the beam heating 
ends, and an alpha "heating" phase during which the remaining dlpha 
energy is collisionally transferred to the background plasma. Simple 
estimates and computer simulations were used to find the expected alpha 
parameters for present and anticipated TFTR conditions. 

A comparison between the resulting alpha parameters for TFTR and 
those expected for various ignition machines is shown in Table 3. 
Relative alpha densities in TFTR could be comparable to or higher than 
those in ignited plasmas. Alpha betas in TFTR could be higher than those 
in low-temperature ignition devices, and within about a factor of 2.5 of 
those in high-temperature ignition devices (which run at higher thermal 
beta than TFTR). The parameter V^/VAifven i s lower in TFTR than in 
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higher density ignition devices, but st i l l high enough for Alfve'n wave 
instabilit ies. The alpha power source in TFTR is, of course, less 
dominant than in ignition devices, but its heating effects should be 
measurable both in steady-state and transient experiments. 

The conclusion from this table and this paper is that TFTR can 
explore reactor-retevant alpha instability and confinement physics, and 
can be useful for a preliminary study of alpha heating physics. 
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APPENDIX 

In this Appendix we summarize several related BALDUR runs which 
have been used for theoretical studies of potential alpha particle effects 
on TFTR. We describe how they are related to the cases shown in Table 
2 and in Fig. 4. We also show how different choices of transport models 
can lead to similar final plasma temperatures. All of these simulations 
were based on a prototype simulation of a TFTR supershot [23]. 

The tokamak parameters for the four cases considered are given in 
Table 4. BALDUR run ALT020 was used by Sigmar and Spong for 
calculations of the destabilization of ballooning modes[8]. ALT046 was 
identical to ALT020 but with ICRF heating added during the beam phase 
and with the addition of pellet injection after the heating phase. 
ALT046 results are shown in Fig. 4. ALT068 of Table 2 was similar to 
ALT046 but with slightly increased B and I (4.5 T vs. 5 T and 2.5 MA vs. 
3.0 MA), and a different model for electron thermal losses. ALT069 of 
Table 2 was identical to ALT068 but without the ICRF heating. 

Two models for electron conduction losses were used, as shown in 
Table 4. Model 1 set X e = 0 - 3 8 x l ° 3 + 0 - 5 > < l o 3 ^ r / a ) 3 ' w i t h TO density or 
power dependence(ALT020 and ALT046). Model 2 used the parametric 
scaling with power, density, etc. of a microinstability-based model[24] 
for Xe and Xj[25] (ALG003 and ALT069). 

For ALG003 the overall numerical factor used in the electron 
conduction losses yields a predicted electron temperature in agreement 
with a supershot experiment, within 12*. For ALT069 this numerical 
factor is not calibrated to experiment but rather adjusted to obtain 
Os0.5. The Xe numerical factor is three times larger in ALG003 but the 
convective multiplier is smaller (Table 4). 

In all simulations we assumed Chang-Kinton neoclassical ion 
conduction losses with a unity neoclassical multiplier. The T^ 
parameter was below 1.5 and the suppression of anomalous ion transport 
due to T[[ modes was assumed. This assumption is consistent with 
simulations of 
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TFTR experiments [26], although recent ion temperature measurements on 
TFTR indicate Xi°#e e v e n f o r P e a k e d density profile supershots [27]. 
ALG003 also differs from ALT069 in that helium ash profiles were 
computed and the particle modelling was somewhat different. In Fig. 5 
are shown the simulated plasma density and temperature profiles as well 
as the q, 0^, n^, and r\^e profiles at beam turnoff for the case ALG003. 
This simulation has been used by Rewoldt [7] for studies of the high-n 
ballooning mode stability of TFTR. 

In all these BALDUR runs the density was determined by an 
assumed particle diffusion coefficient which was adjusted to be very 
large for deuterium in order to keep the equilibrium density low. This 
generally resulted in significant energy losses due to convection. The 
D/T species mix was kept near optimum by injecting D beams into an 
init ially pure T plasma, and artif icial ly reducing the thermaiized T 
diffusion coefficient relative to D (more realistic simulations would use 
trit ium beams). 

Table 5 compares the temperatures, densities, etc. for these four 
cases at the end of the alpha storing phase. The simulations differ 
primarily in that the conduction models and convective multipliers cause 
different losses and consequently different final electron and ion 
temperatures. No models for convective and conductive losses are yet 
standard for predictions involving auxiliary heated tokamakst however, 
recent analysis of TFTR supershots [28] has found an ion convective 
multiplier >5/2 and an electron convective multiplier >3/2 within r=a/3. 
It is clear from Tables 4 and 5 that the choi~3 of convective multiplier 
can be as important as the electron diffusivity model in obtaining high 
values of the fusion Q and alpha parameters. 
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Table 1. Collective Alpha Instabilities 

TFTR P.'iYSICAL IMPORTANT POSSIBLE 
INSTABILITY FREQUENCY MECHANISM(S) PARAMETERS EFFECTS 

Alpha-Driven >10Hz Central Electron Pa(0) Modification of 
Sawteeth heating by a s 

-» sawtooth crash 
PheatW q(r) profile; ex

pulsion of a's 
from center 

Alpha-Driven >104Hz Resonance of a Pa(0) Expulsion of 
Fishbones precession and Pth(0) trapped alphas 

internal m=l mode co d c t/toA (1/4-1/3 of all 
alohas) 

Alpha-Driven >105HZ Resonance with n a / n c Pa Effect on beta 
Drift Wave or m » 1 modes Pth and limits; effects on 
Ballooning Modes Gradients plasma transport 

coefficients 
Alpha-Driven -106-107HZ v a > v A e x c * t t s Vo/VA Anomalous 
Alfven Waves (to « Wed) Alfven modes QM-o/tOA 

*ftx 
alpha transport; 
electron heating 

Alpha-Loss-Cone- ~108Hz Electromagnetic TF Ripple Anomalous 
Driven Alfvcn © ~ Gfca ion cyclotron • W e loss of both 
Waves wave generation trapped and 

circulating a's; 
ion heating 

Alpha-Population- 10»-109HZ dfafiv>l L. i (Softx) Anomalously 
Inversion Driven (co-10 Ota) -» alpha cyclotron S a 3 t slows alphas; 
AlfvenWave emission emits EM waves; 

heats bulk ions 

Symbols: cofo = alpha precession frequency; ©A = Alfven frequency, co c a alpha cyclotron 
frequency, o)* a = alpha diamagnetic frequency. 
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Table 2: Low-Densitv Alpha-Storage Mode DT Projections 

STORING PHASE 
A. B 

Time(sec) 4.7 4.7 
Q 0.47 0.38 
PNB(MW) 30 30 
PRF(MW) 0 7.5 
ncdO^m^) 3.4 3.0 
ne(0) (lO^m^) 6.7 5.6 
Te(0)(kcV) 12.0 16.4 
Tj(0)(keV) 28.0 44.0 

Zeff 1.3 1.3 
T£(sec) 0.19 0.19 
Ip(MA) 3.0 3.0 
PTroyon(^) 2.2 2.2 
<Pa>(%) 1.3 1.5 
Pth(0)(%) 3.3 4.2 
x a(0) (sec) 0.76 1.2 
<PaX%) 0.13 0.19 
Pa(0)(%) 1.0 1.4 
na(0)/nc(0)(%) 1.0 1.7 
W a(MI) 0.92 1.3 
Pa/Cheating 0.10 0.08 
P^a/^/PheatJngCa/^ 0.11 0.05 
^a^Ioss 0.10 0.08 

Pa(a/4)/Pioss(a/4) 0.11 0.05 

a 2.5 2.3 
Run No. ALT69 ALT68 

COASTINC, PHASE 
£ 2 
5.3 5.3 

1.3 1.2 
2.1 2.0 
13 15.2 
13 16.5 
1.5 1.3 
0.28 0.21 
3.0 3.0 
2.2 2.2 
0.32 0.41 
0.8 0.9 
2.5 3.1 
0.09 0.15 
0.65 1.0 
2.4 4.0 
0.64 LO 
0.48 0.51 
0.66 0.67 
0.11 0.10 
0.17 0.18 

ALT069 ALT068 
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Table 3. Alpha-Particle Plasma Parameters 

TFTR TFTR "Marginal CIT 
Parameter Now* Objective Ignition"(A) High-T(B) ITER(C) 

1. Alpha-particle plasma phvsics 

na(0)/ne(0) 0.1-0.2% 1% 0.1% 0.9% 0.7% 

P a(0) 0.1-0.2% 1% 0.2% 2.5% 2.3% 

Va/VAifVen 1-5-2.0 1.7 2.5 2.6 2.8 

2. Heat flow from a fusion power source 

Pa(°)/Ploss(0) 0.05-0.1 0.4 -1 -1 -1 

<Pa'Ploss> 0.03-0.07 0.2 0.8 -1 ~1 

*Best results obtained in individual TFTR deuterium-plasma supershots (e.g. #22553, #22984 
[1], #26151, and #30969 [28]). 

(A) T(0) = 10keV, n(0) = 10l5Cm-3 t B= 125 kG 

(B) T(0)= 23keV, n(0)= 6xl0l 4 cm"3, B = 100 kG 

(C) T(0)= 20keV, n(0) = 2x 10l 4cm-3, B = 50kG 
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Table 4. Plasma Parameters for Alpha Storage Scenarios 

R a B z I p Zpff j^model p b e a m Convective Multiplier 

Ion Electron 

ALT020 255 82 45 2.5 1 1 25MW 5/2 5/2 

ALT 046 255 82 45 2.5 1 1 25+7(ICRF) 5/2 5/2 

ALT069 260 95 50 3.0 1.3 2 30 5/2 3/2 

ALG003 260 95 50 3.0 1.3 2 25 3/2 3/2 
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Table 5. Simulation Results for Various Alpha Storage Scenarios 

ALT 020 ALT046 ALTOffl ALG003 

Q 0-44 0.43 0.48 0.42 

P(MW) 25 (NBI) 25(NBI)+7(ICRf) 30(NBD 25(NBI) 
ne(cm-3) 3.4xl0!3 3.2x10*3 3.4 3.0 

tE(sec) 0.15 0.16 0.19 0.20 

ne(0)(cm-3) 7.4x1013 7.0x1013 6.7 5.5 

Te(0)(keV) 11 17 12. 9.8 

Ti(0)(keV) 25 44 28 41 

Wa(MJ) 0.7 1.4 0.9 0.7 

Pa(0)(%) 0.7 1.7 1.0 0.7 

na(.0)fnz(%) 0.7 1.6 1.0 0.8 

<(Sa>(%) 0.17 0.26 0.13 0.11 

^ a / n ^ „ . 1 — ... 

Zeff 1 1 1.3 1.3 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

(1) Schematic time-history of an alpha storage regime plasma, with a 
time scale appropriate for TFTR. 

(2) SURVEY code resutts for steady-state alpha parameters in TFTR. 
The four graphs are for central (i.e., <a/4) JJoj/^tot- Po<- nof / ne> a n d 

p o/ p heat - F o r e a c h 9 r a P n l i n e s o f constant r^ (dashed) and 0 (solid) are 
shown. 

(3) SURVEY code results for radial profiles of alpha parameters for 
TFTR. The densitg and temperature profiles are fixed to be similar to 
TFTR supershots. The resulting alpha parameters are strongly centrally 
peaked, as expected. The central values for this case are 
n ^ f O r S ^ x l o H c m " 3 , n o , ( 0 ) / n e ( 0 ) = 0 .52» . 0 ^ = 0 . 6 5 * 
and0,a<O)/0tot(O)=1Oilt 

(4) BALDUR code results for the alpha coasting and alpha heating 
phases of a Q=0.5 TFTR case. In (a) are the volume-averaged 
temperatures and densities. In (b) are the volume-averaged betas for 
alphas, beams, and the thermal plasma. In (c) are the total powers for 
alpha, beam, and ohmic heating and the total power loss rate. 
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